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Abstract. Visualization of Wikipedia categories using Self Organizing Maps
shows an overview of categories and their relations, helping to narrow down
search domains. Selecting particular neurons this approach enables retrieval of
conceptually similar categories. Evaluation of neural activations indicates that
they form coherent patterns that may be useful for building user interfaces for
navigation over category structures.
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1 Introduction
Hierarchical systems of categories allow for effective navigation over large datasets,
presenting data at different levels of abstraction. It is one of the most effective ap-
proaches to data retrieval. However, tree structures cannot represent complex data in a
faithful way. Many alternative structures for organizing data may reveal different as-
pects inherent in the data. Visualizations presented below for Wikipedia categories con-
sidered only one approach to compute similarity, but the same method can be used with
specific, structured evaluation of proximities, revealing different aspects of the data.
Categories are initially organized in tree-like structures that form hierarchies, with
general abstract concepts in the higher parts of the tree. As some concepts can be related
to more than one parent the relations between categories form a graph. Thus its presen-
tation with folder-like approach as it is used in file systems misses many aspects of the
data. Additional issues related to the cycles should be also considered here. One way
to solve these problems is offered by the Self Organizing Maps [9] that display over-
all similarities of the processed data. The extensions of the original SOM approach in
the form of the WebSOM [6], Growing Hierarchical SOM (GHSOM [12]), DISCERN
language understanding architecture [10], have already been used for documents or-
ganization. Despite many interesting aspects these methods have not found wider use,
suffering from scaling problems and enforcing single static hierarchies of categories. In
this paper SOM approach is used to visualize generalizations of document sets provided
by categories. This allows for narrowing the number of processed documents and the
number of possible inner similarities between them, resulting in clearer presentation of
high-level information.
Fig. 1. SOM for top level Wikipedia categories
2 Representation of Categories
Representation of text data should facilitate computations that extract information us-
ing machine learning algorithms. This is especially crucial while large texts repositories
are processed [13]. Two approaches to object representation use either features (descrip-
tional approach) or inner objects similarities (referential approach) [8]. The referential
approach represents each category in relation to all other categories, coding these rela-
tions in form of square similarity matrix that records proximities between categories.
Embedding similarity matrix in high-dimensional space (equal or lower than the num-
ber of categories) allows for view all categories as network of points with distances
representing their similarities.
Wikipedia combines articles into categories forming a directed graph. To calculate
similarity of categories without falling into the bag of words representation the mini-
mum number of transitions required to get from A node (representing category) of this
graph to another node C is stored in a vector VA(C) = #(A → C). The cosine distance
(dissimilarity) between these vectors D(A,B) = cos(VA, VB) is then used to evaluate
similarities. More sophisticated approaches based on spectral decompositions may be
more accurate but for a very large repository like Wikipedia this is a useful first step
worth investigation.
Fig. 2. Activation of the neurons for a single
category “religion”.
Fig. 3. Category labels displayed for the cen-
troids of neuron activations.
Wikipedia Simple English xml dump, available on line4, has been used in tests
described below. First the html tags are removed and the information required for
referential representation extracted. For that purpose we have created Matrix’u appli-
cation that calculates similarity matrices using various methods of representation. It is
available on-line5 free for academic use.
3 Visualization of Categories with SOM
SOM maps present topographical relations between categories that come from the same
conceptual level and may be used directly with the referential approach based on simi-
larity (or distance) matrix. In Figure 1 9 top categories from the highest Wikipedia hi-
erarchy level are shown in SOM using representation described in the previous section.
As these categories are quite broad most SOM neurons are activated to some degree
by several categories. This activation level is marked using color rings, with size rep-
resenting activation level and color specific category. For example, category “religion”
activates 12 of the 16 neurons in the map.
SOM map based on feature similarities may be easily changed introducing different
ways for calculating the distance. Strengthening particular features will lead to different
visualization that will show other aspects of the similarity of the categories [3]. With
link-based representation we do not have such ambiguity.
Activation of the SOM with selected one category results with map neural activa-
tion. An example of single category activation has been presented in Figure 2. In the
figure for a sample category religion we show activation of the SOM neurons. The
strength of the neuron response has been marked with the size of color occupied partic-
ular output.
In practice displaying full map of neural activations with many labels will make
visualizations illegible, especially when there is a high number of categories. Therefore
4 http://download.wikimedia.org
5 http://kask.eti.pg.gda.pl/CompWiki/
only a single label for each category is displayed, as shown in Figure 3. The label is
placed in the center of the shape formed by the neural activation for a particular category








where mk denotes position of the centroid for k category, Xi is the set of |Xi|
neurons at positions mi with normalized activity zi ∈ [0, 1] for this category.
Disabling the SOM neuron activations and displaying only category labels related
to the centroids activations is shown in Fig. 3. In comparison to the Fig. 1 this is more
clear but here the categories related to the particular neuron are not seen. Using Fig. 1
visualization a particular category or a neuron can be selected. Selecting a category on
the map will expand its sub-categories, as shown in Fig. 4 for the category Religion.
This top-down navigation may be done until lowest level (leaf) categories are reached.
Square maps are used a dimensions large enough to have more neurons than categories
at a given level.
Selecting particular neuron creates a map with categories related to that neuron. In
this way two types of similarities are captured - the first is a hierarchical one, the sec-
ond captures proximities provided by the specified similarity measure used for building
SOM.
The interactive visualization helps to narrow down search results according to the
particular interest. The example of such visualization is shown in Fig. 5 where user
selects to visualize categories related to neuron [4:2] from the Figure 1.
Selecting neurons instead of labels allows for viewing categories related to this
neuron. Rules that lead to the aggregation of categories in a single neural activation
may be added and related to the similarity evaluation. Such rules should help to organize
categories in particular direction of interest. This may be easier with SOM build with
feature-based or concept-based representations, as rules may be easier expressed using
concepts, although similarities between categories may also be used in such rules.
4 Evaluation of the visualization consistency
The distribution of the categories over the SOM maps plays a key role in their legibility.
Categories should form coherent patterns on the map, activating connected subset of
neurons. Positive and negative example of such cases is shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Distri-
bution of neural activity should be proportional to the number of separate connected
groups of neurons gk activated by k-th category, and to the number of weakly active









where Rk is the activity dispersion, Xk is the set of neuron activated for this cate-
gory, and zxk ∈ [0, 1] is the activation degree of particular neuron x for category k. τ1
and τ2 are parameters set after some experimentation to 0.6 and 6.0, respectively.
Fig. 4. Activations of subcategories for Religion
This measure evaluates the extent to which a particular category occupies the map
in terms of neural neighborhood activation. To describe particular map average values
for all categories should be computed. The average value of dispersion describes the
degree of inner cohesion of categories pattern activation.
Evaluation of dispersion measure for all possible maps that can be generated for
Wikipedia categories is almost impossible in practice. Dispersion estimations have been
approximated running random walks around the SOM hierarchy. The walk starts with
random selection of a neuron from the top SOM level (see Fig. 1), creating a map for
categories related to that neuron (see as an example activation given in Fig. 5). For such
map an average dispersion measure is calculated and the walk is continued repeating
the procedure at the lower level, until leaf categories are reached. Such random walk is
then started again from the top.
Performing 100 random walks through the Wikipedia maps of categories the aver-
age category tree depth is estimated to be 6.93. In Fig. 8 the average dispersion of SOM
maps as a function of the number of categories is displayed. Surprisingly dispersion
is almost stable, it does not dependent on the number of categories displayed on the
map. Concentration of neural activation within one connected region of SOM linked
to the category is desired because it allows to keep visualization clear. The distribution
measure (2) or quantization errors [4] may be used as error functions in SOM or fuzzy
Fig. 5. Activation of categories related to selected neuron [4:2] from map given in Fig. 1
semisupervised approaches [7]. Minimization of functions to achieve maximally con-
nected unsupervised maps should provide legible presentations. Good maps are created
when SOM training starts from large neighborhoods with slow reduction of their size,
but similarity of text categories has to be expressed in high dimensional space, so one
should not expect complete connectivity.
5 Discussion and future directions
Visualization and navigation over Wikipedia categories using SOM approach presented
here should capture similarities between categories that can be used for browsing large
repositories of texts at various category levels using proximity representation. It will
be especially useful when other categories related to the selected one are looked for.
As the ’related’ can be defined in various ways different similarity measures may be
introduced showing different aspects of the data – here mainly various associations
between categories. We shall modify similarity measures to strengthen sets of correlated
features, facilitating organization of categories along particular conceptual direction.
The dispersion measure calculated for random walks on succeeding maps indicates
that the method forms acceptably coherent areas of neuron activations, but training
the map using supervised mode, or maximizing some index of maximum connectivity,
should allow to build more clear end-user interfaces. Instead of classical SOM one
of competitive constructive approach with growin cell structures or neural gas may be
used. Usability of the proposed approach will be evaluated using technology acceptance
model [15] [1].
Fig. 6. Example of proper neurons activity
having low dispersion
Fig. 7. An example of wrong distribution of
neurons activity with high dispersion
The Wikipedia categories for directed graph, therefore non-symmetric hierarchi-
cal approach should be introduced [11]. To capture differences between general and
specific categories similarity can be estimated using modified formula that promotes
stronger associations from detailed categories to more general ones simply by multi-
plying them with a scaling parameter. Thus the distance from math to algebra will be
larger than from algebra to math. This simple modification of the proximity should
allow to present hierarchical relations on flat SOM maps.
In experiments presented above referential representation based on graph node dis-
tances between the categories has been used. Similarity of categories may of course
be calculated using many other approaches, for example by estimating similarities be-
tween sets of articles related to particular categories. Preliminary research in this direc-
tion using bag of words (BOW) combined with links gives promising results [14]. In
the domain of medical articles categorization BOW approach has been enhanced with
introduction of additional general concepts [5, 2] linked trough various relations. This
approach has improved results of clustering considerably so it should also be very use-
ful here.
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